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TIGERS GO DOWN
BEFORE AUBURN

CLEMSON COLLEGE, S. C, OCTOBER 20, 1920.

TRYING TO ATTRACT ATTENTION AGAIN

(Continued on third page)

TIGERS LEAVE
FOR TENNESSEE
The Tigers Will Leave Home Friday
to Battle the Husky Mountaineers
of Tennessee—This is First Game
Away from Home and We Expect
Thein to Bring Back the Bacon.

The Tigers Lose to Heavy Alabama
Team, but Not Without a Hard
Battle—Two of the Three Touchdowns Scored from Fumbles—
Owens Plays Wonderful Ball for
Clemson—Final Score 21 to 0.
The Tigers went down before the
Auburnites to the tune of 21 to 0.
The game was not a walk-over for
the team from Alabama because
thruout the entire sixty minutes of
play the Tigers were fighting and
fighting hard. No man from Clemson likes to put up an alibi, but any
one that saw the game will say that
old dame fortune was not smiling on
the Tigers that afternoon. She is
entirely responsible for two of the
three touchdowns that the Auburn
team scored. The first of these came
in the second period when Armstrong
fumbled and Auburn recovered on
the 20 yard line; from there it took
five more plays to carry it over.
Then Lady Luck smiled on Auburn
when Creel of Auburn fumbled on
the eight yard line and then recovered the ball across the goal line
for a touchdown. Warren kicked all
three goals. The playing of Scott
and Bullock in the backfield and
Sizemore and Warren in the line for
Auburn, and Allison in the backfield
for Clemson was excellent; but the
playing of Owens at tackle was the
all around feature of the game.
Susie did not seem to care how hard
'he hit them and more than once
time was called for Auburn after
one of his tackles.
Lightsey and
Langston also played good ball. The
game play by play follows:
First Quarter
Ollinger kicked off 38 yards to
Spearman who returned 3. Armstrong gains 3 around right end.
Allison hits the line for 1. Auburn
penalized 5 yards for offside. Armstrong gains 1 and then fails to gain.
Third down and nine to go. Colbert
punts 60 yards to Scott who returns
5. Bullock gets 5 around right end.
Bullock hits tackle for 1. Scott 3
over left guard. Ollinger punts over
the goal line and ball is brought out
to 20 yard line. Allison hits left
tackle for 5. O'Neill 1 over right
tackle. O'Neill 3 around right end.
Colbert punts 3 5 yards out of bounds
and it is Auburn's ball in the middle
of the field.
Scott gains 3 0 yards
around right end. Bullock gains 1
over guard.
Bullock gets 4 over
right tackle. Stubbs gains 3 more.
Auburn penalized 5 yards for backfield man in motion toward own
goal when ball is snapped. Howard
thrown for 3 yard loss. Pass from
Stubbs to Ollinger nets 15 yards.
Ball on Clemson's 15 yard line. Scott
and Howard each get 2 yards. Bullock gains 4 and then fails to gain.
Ball goes to Clemson. Colbert kicks
40 yards to Scott who was downed
in his tracks. Time out for Auburn.
Creel goes in for Scott. Bullock hits
left tackle for one and Creel takes
3 over guard. Pass, Stubbs to Ollinger, nets touchdown. Warren kicks
goal. Score, Auburn 7, Clemson 0.
Ollinger kicks off 50 yards to Armstrong who returns 15. Colbert steps
out of bounds and gains 1. Allison
circles right end for 25. Armstrong
around left end for 4. Armstrong
hits tackle for 3. Armstrong then
gets 3 more.
Colbert 1 over left
guard.
Armstrong 1 over tackle.
O'Neill thrown for 5 yard loss. Colbert punts 60 yards to Stubbs who
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"Well, Who In The H— Are You?"
LOCAL TALENT PRESENTS PLAY
Entire Student Body Entrains
for State Fair in Columbia

On Friday the Tiger clan leaves
home and invades the mountainous
region of Tennessee. This is the
first game of the season that the Tigers have away from home and they
expect to make things hum in that
old burg called Knoxville. Nothing
much is known as to the actual
strength of the Tennesseans. They
lost the game to Vandy, the final
score being something like 14 to 0;
but little can be told about a team
by her past scores. The Tennessee
bunch is a heavy aggregation and
since we beat them last year to the
score of fourteen to zero they will
be laying for the Tigers and will try
to get revenge for this defeat. They
however will not have an easy time
and they know this; therefore there
will be a hard battle for the game.
The Tennesseeans have always been
noted for putting out a scrappy team
and since there is no reason for us
to believe this is an exceptional year
we are looking forward to a hard
fought contest. They have nearly all
of their last year varsity men back
and that big giant, Hatcher, is right
on the job to shoot those cannon
ball passes. He was also noted for
driving the line. There will be a
mass meeting if possible on Thursday night to give the Tigers the
right kind of send-off. So, if we
have one, let's everyone put aside
other less important work and be up
there to send them off in a way that
will make them know that, not matter how far away they might be, the
crowd at home is right with them
and backing them to the limit.

Entertaining Performance Given by
People on HilL—Proceeds Go to
Improving Children's Playground
—Features of Play Were "Maids
of Tyrol", "Ten Little Grandmothers", and "Beauty Parlor SpecialStudent Body to Board Special Train FRESHMEN ANNEX
THEIR FIRST GAME
ist"—Large Attendance.
for Columbia Next Tuesday Morning—The Clemson-Carolina Football Game on Thursday Is Feature The Rats Defeated the Ninth DisThere was an entertainment given
trict Aggies of Georgia by Score
of Trip — Preparation Made for
in chapel on Saturday night by the
of 18 to 7.—Halfback Burton for
Encampment at Fair Grounds.
Woman's Club, the proceeds from
Freshmen Plays Star Ball.
which .go to the building of a playOn next Tuesday morning the enground for the children of the comtire student body of Clemson will
The Rats started off in fine style munity. A very interesting and vatake a special train for Columbia, when they defeated the aggies from ried program was rendered. The
and will encamp at the Fair grounds the ninth district of Georgia, here "Maids of Tyrol", composed of the
the four following days. The an- Saturday.
The game went against young girls of the campus, featured
nual football game between Carolina the Freshmen for the first period of in a dance, which showed a great
and Clemson will take place on the game and the visitors had very amount of preparation and practice.
Thursday of Fair week, and that it little trouble in making the first A few selection were given by the
will be an interesting and spirited score of the game and their only Y. M. C. A. quartette, which were
contest is assured. Carolina boasts tally. The Freshmen played good greatly enjoyed.
"Safety in Numof the strongest team that she has offensive ball and easily made gains bers", a silent drama, given by some
had in years, and the Tiger eleven thru the Georgians' line, but on the cadets and several ladies ' of the
of '20 is the mightiest that has ever defensive the tables were entirely campus, was also enjoyed very much.
gone to Columbia to give the Game- turned around and the visitors just It is not known who enjoyed this
cock a "quieting down". Squibs like as easily walked thru the Rats. One drama more, the audience or the
the following are seen almost week- of the touchdowns for the home lads cadets participating. Mrs. Tolstrop
ly in the "Gamecock":
came from a fumble that Burton gave a few selections on the piano.
"The result of the Clemson—P. C. picked up and carried for a touch- "The World-Famous Beauty Special- CHEMISTRY SCIENCE
game doesn't speak very well for the down; another came from a pass ist", a play in which about twenty
CLUB REORGANIZED
Tigers. We believe that their motto that was made across the goal line. members of the faculty participated,
was 'a clean sweep'. They are fall- The third was made by line bucks
Club Enjoys Talk by Dr. Joseph of
ing down on that motto mighty early and straight football. The visitors was also greatly enjoyed.
London, at First Meeting.
The entertainment, which was alin the game. But for a turn of fate made theirs in the first period when
The
juniors and seniors who aretogether by home talent, was exthey would have been defeated. We it seemed entirely impossible to stop
specializing in Chemistry held a
ceedingly
good,
and
was
greatly
enare not boasting any, but we believe the big fullback of the visitors. The
meeting last Tuesday night in Dr.
that the Tiger growl won't be heard Rats however got on bo him toward joyed by all present.
Brackett's classroom for the purpose
much more after the Clemson-Oaro the last and he did not make as
of reorganizing a Chemistry Science
lina game."
many gains. The big fullback for LOOK FOR THE "Y" TENT
Club.
Officers for the first term
•Fellows, the ole Tiger at the top the visitors was the stellar performON FAIR ENCAMPMENT were elected as follows: T. J. Webb,
of the page said a plenty, didn't her er for the Georgians, and Burton
President; W. B. Byers, Vice-PresiWell, if we could add anything, how played wonderful ball for the young
When you spend all your money dent; and R. T. Halstead, Secretary.
about saying that that ole Tiger roar Tigers. If we were able to look into and haven't anything to do, come to After dispensing with certain disis going to be heard just as long as the future we might see this lad the "Y" tent! Probably all will be cussions concerning future programs
there is a Clemson, and that will clipping off many yards around the glad to know the Y. M. C. A. is to and dates for meetings, the club
probably be forever.
You simply Auburn and Tech ends as he did have headquarters in the camp at called on Dr. Joseph of the British
can't stop him. He simply roars. against the'Georgia lads. And why the Fair next week.
Headquarters Chemical Service for a short talk.
and roars, and roars. That Auburn not if he sticks to the old game?
for all men who have nothing to do Dr. Joseph related some very interbunch probably thought that they
The other features of the game —men who have spent their all— esting events of his life while he was
could dampen the Tiger spirit, but were the refereeing of one "Specks" men who are 'tired of looking"— stationed in Ceylon, where he was
ask them just how far they succeed- O'Neill and the umpiring of Bayles.
men who want to write letters, read first located, and of his life in Cened.
Spirit, spirit, spirit—Clemson Referee O'Neill, being so military,
magazines, play checkers, pitch tral Africa, where his headquarters
Tigers are simply full of it, and we carried a military manual out on the horse-shoes, engage in a tug-o-war, now are. Dr. Joseph's address was
are going to give the best demon- field and if any argument arose he
play football, sing, play foot and a exceedingly interesting from every
stration of it yet, on Thursday, the would penalize them by the rules
half- and all others who haven't point of view, and especially so in
twenty-eighth. Watch out, Metzger laid down in this wonderful book.
regard to the chemical work that is
been enumerated or catalogued.
bunch, you are going to meet a real Umpire Bayles, on the 'other hand,
All welcome to the "Y" tent. A being Carried on in Africa. Upon
football team soon. We are expect- carried no rule book, and if any
big fire, if it's cold—a keg of ice the conclusion of Dr. Joseph's talk,
ing a good game, but don't get the argument arose he would stand at
the subject of the club seeking stuwater, if it's hot.
idea once that you are going to stop Specks' back until it was over. The
dent membership in the American
All
members
of
the
Cabinet
will
that ole Tiger from roaring. It just headlinesman being afraid of a fight
be around to minister to the wants Chemical Society was discussed. Evcan't be done!
was usually hard to find if any arguof the multitude. Hines and Holtzy eryone was heartily in favor of askment arose. The next game for the
('Sorry Fox ing admission to this world-known
Kathleen (to a cadet):
"What Rats is with the Presbyterian scrubs will be on deck, too.
organization, and the president was
does Prof. Rudolph Farmer teach?" on next Saturday. Their coach has can't be with us!)
directed to correspond with the secCadet:
"He doesn't teach any- gone like many others of his kind
retary of the American Chemical Sothing; he's a cadet."
and played the fool and got marHe:
"There is something dove- ciety at once. There being no furKathleen:
"He's mighty gray- ried. We wish to congratulate him, like about you."
ther business, the society adjourned.
headed to be a cadet."
both for the team that he has put
She (blushing coyly): "What is
out, and—otherwise.
it?"
If you think of anything that will
The wise man and the fool's
He: "You're pigeon-toed."
help put pep in the gang—spit it out
money are soon united.
—The Gamecock.
—it's arsenic!
Next week is our big week.

The Tiger
Founded by the CUoi of '07.
Published Weekly by the Corpi of
Cadets of Clemson College.

been 'It's 'rep' shall not be let
down." By leaving out the word
"not" a very different impression
from the one intended by the writer
was created.
This article was contributed by a
freshman.
It rings with the ol.
"Tiger Spirit" from beginning to
end, and it shows that Tigerism has
entered firmly into the hearts of the
men of "H. This poem is worthy of
any student's memory book, and ,1
should be found in all of them. Anyone saving this poem should not fail
to insert the omitted word; because
somebody might see the poem in the
future and get the erroneous idea
that we were letting down Clemson's
reputation instead of building it up.

ENTERTAINMENT
BULLETIN NO. ONE
GARBAGE CAN
"Gawge" Harrison, Trash Man
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Program of Events Announced for
This Week — Committee Varies
Program — After-supper Amuse■
ments Become Permanent Feature.

SEE KELLER
B4 Buying

Wanted
To let it be known that some
The following activities and enpretty girl answered by ad. in last tertainments are scheduled for the
week's "Tiger."—Maj. Hayes.
week beginning October 18th:
T. J. Webb
Editor-in-Chief
Monday, Oct. 18
Hoffmeyer:
"I have a terrible
4:15 P. M. Company basketball.
and Business Manager
cold, and my head feels all stopped
6:30 P. M. Wrestling and boxing
A. P. Coles and W. M. Redfern—
up."
bouts.
Associate Editors
"Shorty" Duckworth: "Have you
Tuesday, Oct. 19
L. C. Chappel _ Circulation Manager
tried a vacuum cleaner?"
4:15 P. M. Company basketball.
6:30 P. M. Company basketball.
J. D. Warner _ Asso Circulation Mgr.
Wednesday, Oct. 20
The westerner led his gawky, overReporters
4:15 P. M. Movies, Charles Ray
grown son into a country school
G. A. Harrison
News
The Block "C" Club, the most im- house. "This boy's arter laming," in "The Egg Wallop."
F. T. Perry
Athletic
4:15 P. M. Company oasketbali.
portant club at Clemson, has leased he announced. "What's yer bill o'
G. D. Grice
Associate Athletic
6:30 P. M. Company tug of war
the cafe located on the south side ol fare?"
M. T. Dunlap
Alumni Sloan's store. This cafe has been
■ "Our curriculum, sir," corrected on Riggs field.
L. G. Perritt
"Y" and Lit. Soc.
8:00 P. M. Movies.
conducted by Sloan Bros, since it the teacher, "embraces geography,
W. J. Erwin
Local
was first opened about a year ago. physiology, arithmetic, algebra, trigThursday, Oct. 21
4:15 P. M. Company basketball.
Entered as second class mail at the It is the intention of the Block "C" onometry—■"
6:30 P. M. Weekly meeting of
Post Office at Clemson College, S. C. Club to convert the cafe into an up"That'll do; load him up neavy
to-date cafeteria. In order to keep with triggernometry. He's the only T. M. C. A.
Subscription Priest
operating expenses as low as possi- poor shot in the family."
Friday, Oct. 22
Mae Months (Weekly)
11.50
4:15 P. M. Movies, Dorothy Gish
ble, the members of the club will
Six Months (Weekly)
?1.00 take turns in working in the cafei;i "Turning Tables."
Prof. Blackwell: "Mr. Patterson,
7:00 P. M. Movies.
teria. All of the profits from this
Never before was so much spirit
what are catch crops?"
7:00 P. M. Meetings of all literventure will be used by the club in
shown at Clemson as was exhibited
Patterson: "Catch crops are those ary societies.
furthering of athletics here, and tie
on the afternoon of the Clemson4:15 P. M. Company basketball.
purchasing of blankets, sweaters, and which catch things out of the atmosAuburn game.
After reading the
Saturday, Oct. 23
other articles given by the club to phere."
following extract from an editorial
members of the various teams. Here4:00 P. M. Movies, Dorothy Dalin the "Orange and Blue", we won"Bull Dog": "Susie, how can you
L'Apache."
der what kind of an impression the tofore the club has raised money for tell the edible mushrooms from the ton in '
these purposes by selling ice-cream
6:30 P. M. Movies.
Auburn team will carry back home:
poisonous varieties?"
8:00 P. M. Movies.
"What has become of the wonder- at the games on Riggs field and bj
"Susie":
"Eat them and if they
Company football,
3:00 P. M.
having
special
pictures
at
the
'Y".
ful something—Auburn Spirit? Why
kill you they are poisonous, and if "A" Company vs. "B" Company.
Since
the
Block
"C"
Cafeteria
will
is it not here this year as it has
not, they are edible."
4:00 P. M.
Company football,
been in years gone by . . . Can you be strictly a student concern and
■C" Company vs. "D" Company. Ty2
since
its
profits
are
to
go
to
the
men
imagine the disappointment (of newHonors for original scientific in- minute quarters.
students) when they come here to who represent Clemson on the grid7:30 P. M. Final game Company
iron, diamond, and in other sports, vestigation are to be awarded to the
find everything dead — absolutely
it is the duty of the student body members of the chemistry section. basketball.
dead in the way of school spirit."
Be proud, Clemson, be proud. We to patronize the cafeteria as much The men in this group have spent
Our mutual friend, L. Jim Fox,
much time in the lecture room and
hacked a wonderful football team on as possible. The club has not had
charge long enough to arrange ev- in the laboratories, working out the "live-wire" "Y" secretary, coach
last Friday.
erything as desired, but it will only problems of chemistry. The final of freshman football, Crack and
conclusions—and perhaps the most "dew-drop" basketball, took his deFellows, don't forget your mega- be a short while before the Block
important one that these men have parture Saturday night for Georgi"C"
Cafeteria
will
be
a
desirable
phone on that trip to Columbia. Get
The object of Mr.
reached—is that Chemistry is HEL,. ana, Alabama.
place
to
go
to
get
that
little
extra
down low on that old Tiger Rjfar,
Fox's journey being to annex a betlunch.
and show Columbia people what real
Recent investigations have reveal ter half—or get a boss. We may all
pep is.
ed the fact that reveille is controlled do well to have the "poor boy" in
The State Fair
Only five more days, and we're in by a trust, but as the higher author- mind—Have him on our hearts, so
"Confidence will show you tue
for
the big event of the season. In ities hold the controlling interest, to speak. (Let the ladies feel sorry
way, just as far as you show confiother
words, we leave for the South the courts will not interfere with the for the bride—that's not our busdence in yourself."
Carolina annual state fair on Tues- workings of this monopolistic body. iness.)
As "we" were saying—editorially
day
morning. Now that the time has The masses have to acquiesce in the
The Gamecocks continue to yell
wishes of the few and contribute speaking—Bre'r Fox left Saturday
finally
arrived
and
the
dream
ol
about Sol Metzger. Wonder what
their part to the daily reveille for- on this momentous journey. Catchthey will think of Jiggs Donahue af- every individual in the corps is about
mations. The boycott plan does not ing the train at Calhoun he went as
ter the game on the twenty-eighth. to be realized; the results of diligent
work and numerous drills are about work in this case, because the fives far as Seneca, spent a few hours in
We should stop and tens are dealt out freely to this quiet, little town, waiting for a
The "Little Tigers" piled up a to come to pass.
"fast" train to Atlanta and "points
those who try it.
to
think
what
all
this
means.
good score on last Saturday. Go to
South."
In the first place it means that
it, Freshies; you are the varsity ol
"Sug" Gage has at last worked
After the "execution," (official
future years. We are looking for the coming event will be the first
out the reasons for his great height. time, 8:30, Wednesday, 20th), the
about four more such scores from time in years that the Clemson corps
After years of research work along happy couple will, in all probability,
has been allowed to attend the State
you this season.
this line he has at last determined go to New Osleans, Galveston and
Fair in a body. We w ill be in Colthe fact that two factors are at work Hay St.. Louis, stopping in Mobile
T
Owing to the absence of the entire umbia the greater part of a w eek
on him. The force of gravity whic'* and Birmingham en route "our hapcorps from the college next week, and our actions during this period of
tends to pull him down and an py home".
there will be no issue of "The Tiger" time will represent not only the
ethereal force which tends to draw
Let's wish them well and hope
on the twenty-seventh. The manage- present student body but the student
him up. The two forces working m they will be happier than they could
ment is exerting every effort to body of the past few years, and the
make the issue the following week impression made will last for years opposition to each other have drawn ever be in Alabama!
him out to Ms present length.
Will some one dismiss us with a
the best and most newsy on the year. to come. During this time we will
few
words appropriate to the occaThere will be two big football write- have the chance of showing the peoWanted—To know if Tail Mayes sion?
ups—Tennessee and Carolina—be- ple of South Carolina what real
rode a mule to Anderson on last
A-man, Brother!!
sides the account of the encamp- Clemson spirit is.
Saturday?
ment in Columbia.
We hope to put up the best drills,
Meters and Letters
parades, and other military tactics
Recent
Books
There
are
meters of accent,
"Words are things, and a small that has ever been presented by a
"Beauty Hints," by Archie Epps.
There
are
meters of tone;
drop of ink,
Clemson corps. We will be judged Hints from the author's own meth- But the best way to meter,
"Falling like dew upon a thought, in the years to come not only by
ods. A handy guide for all those
Is to meter alone.
produces
this, but by our actions on the foot- who seek beauty of the face.
"That which makes thousands, ball field, at the dances,, and various
"How and When to Woo," by Maj. There are letters of accent,
perhaps millions, think."
other forms of entertainment, and in P. Bailey. Treats how to woo an
There are letters of tone;
general the future reputation ol old maid and a pretty widow. All But the best way to letter,
Crack down, fellows; let's make Clemson depends largely upon the
-Ex.
the information necessary to one
Is to letter alone.
these last few days of the mid-term way each and every man in the corps
who would win a lady's heart is
count for something.
Remember conducts himself thrroughout his
found in this little book.
Pardonable Lies
that the first month makes up one- stay in Columbia.
I just smoked my last one.
third of the term grade, and that
Fellows, there's only one thing
Somebody got my book.
Sally: "Louie, my darling, I'm
these last few tests determine to a
left for us to do and that is to make just wearing my heart away for
She's my cousin.
great extent what the monthly grade
our stay in Columbia successful and you."
It's from my girl.
shall be.' Remember how good it
When I'm home I never get in bebeneficial not only for us but for
Louie
(who
makes
frequent
trips
will make the home-folks feel for
those who are to follow in our foot- to the hotel and drug store): "Oh, fore two.
us to send home creditable reports,
I wanted to get reduced all the
steps. With the good ole Tiger spirit that's nothing; I'm wearing my
While we are enjoying the week of
prevalent we can- do these things, shoes away for you."
time.
the fair. Don't let the good times
and also make such an impression
I'll pay you Wednesday sure.—Ex.
that are to be, demoralize the most
that the State Fairs in the years to
Ramsey:
"Did
you
ever
kiss
a
important week's work of the first
come will not be complete without girl in a quiet spot?"
As It Used To Be
month. Don't "let down" a bit until
"George, how is it that you never
the presence of the Clemson cadet
Perritt:
"Yes,
but
the
spot
was
we board the train for Columbia.
corps.
take your girl to the theatre now?"
only quiet while I was kissing it."
"Well, you see, one evening it
In last week's issue of The Tiger
rained,
and we sat in the parlor,"
Lt.
Col.
Miller:
"Where
are
you
Smith: "Well, men, after all the
a very good poem, "Clemson Days",
said George.
going,
Rat?"
cussin'
a
fool
gets
they
aren't
so
appeared. In the printing of this
"Yes."
Rat: "To get some water."
poem an important word was left terrible. When all fools are dead 1
"Well, ever since then we, oh, 1
Lt.
Col.
M.:
"In
that
bath-robe?"
don't
want
to
be
alive."
out of the third line of the second
don't
know; but don't you think
Rat: "No, Colonel; in the water
Davis:
"Don't worry, you won't
verse. This line read "It's 'rep' shall
theatres
are an awful bore?"
bucket."
' 3 let down," whereas it should have be."
Ottlcial Organ of the Clemson Athletic Association and the Clemson
College Alumni Association.

Clothing, Shoes, Etc.
I have a nice line of Shoes,
Hats, Shirts, Ties and Collars. I can also fit you to a
ROYAL-TAILORED Madeto-Measiire

Suit.

Come

down and take a look.
WOOL SHIRTS
LOCKHART PUTTEES, $3.00

I. L. KELLER

Attention, Clemson Men
Special Service Given Clemson
Cadets at

Means' Barber Shop
COLUMBIA, S. C.
1314 Main Street
Phone 2421.

J&gon's *Drug Store
8PARTANBURG, 8. O.
DRUGS AND SEEDS
EASTMAN KODAKS
FILMS AND SUPPLIES
Film Finishing a Specialty

See Our Agent
E. J. FREEMAN
Barracks
Room 02

We Have

A Complete Line
. . of . .
CLEMSON JEWELRY
PENNANTS
PILLuW COVERS
STATIONERY
FOUNTAIN PENS
CAMERAS
PHOTOGRAPHIC SUPPLih:XORRIS CANDIES
EVERSHARP PENCtl.b

L CLEVELAND MARTIN
THE REXALL DRUGGIST

CliKMSON'S

HEADQUARTERS

TIGERS GO DOWN
son. Clemson takes ball on interBEFORE AUBURN cepted pass. Pass from 'Emanuel to
Spearman fails. Wade gets 4 around
(Continued from first page)
left end. Emanuel faiis to gain.
FIRST CLASS REPAIR WORK
returns 10. Quarter up Score Au- Colbert punts 5 5 yards. Auburn no
gain. Bullock fails to gain. OllinOVERHAULIN3 AND ACCESSORIES burn 7, Clemson 0.
ger punts 40 yards to Emanuel who
CARS WASHED AND GREASED.
Second Quarter
returns 15. Game over. Score, AuCreel
ftils
to
gain.
Ollinger
punts
C. M. McCUE, Proprietor
65 yards out of bounds. Armstrong burn 21, Clemson 0.
(Rear Express Office)
Clemson
gains 1. Pass, Armstrong to Col- Auburn
ANDERSON, S. C.
c.
Gettys
bert, nets 5 yards. Colbert punts 40 Caton
r.g.
Lightsey
Phone 80 — — Night Phont 420 yards to Creel who returns 6. Stubbs Pease
l.g.
Gilmer
fails to gain. Bullock gains 1 over Sizemore
r.t.
Cann
left tackle.
Pass, Stubbs to Creel, Warren
Greshtm
l.t.
Owens
fails. Ollinger punts to 10 yard line.
r.e.
Spearman
Auburn penalized 5 yards offside. Shirey
I.e.
Langston
Colbert gains 6 around left end. Ball Ollinger
Stubbs
q.
O'Neill
on 21 yard line. Armstrong fumA PRACTICAL REDUCTION
Howard
r.h.
Armstrong
bles and Auburn recovers. Ball on
of the
l.h.
Colbert
16 yard line. Stubbs gains 4 over Scott
HIGH COST OP LIVING
Bullock
f.b.
Allison
left tackle. Creel gets 2 over right
Referee:
Black (Davidson).
guard. Bullock gains 4. Ball on 5
Umpire: Williams (Virginia).
yard
line.
Bullock
fails
to
gain.
HIGH QUALITY
Headlinesman: Stegeman (Ga.)
Time out for Clemson. Bullock goes
at
over for touchdown. Warren kicks
LOW PRICES
goal. Score, Auburn 14, Clemson 0.. TIGER SCRUBS DEFEAT
SCRUBS OF GEORGIA
Ollinger kicks off 4 0 yards to Allison who fails to gain. Ball on 2 0
yard line. Allison fails to gain. A Final Score 6 to 0—Georgia Men
Prince of Sportsmen.
double fumble and O'Neill recovers.

McCues Oarage

THE COMMUNITY STORE, INC.

'We Barracks
BARBER SHOP

The trial step in any undertaking
is momentous.
It is indicative ot
final results, and it is indeed gratifying to the members of this particular club that the first meeting was
as it was. The constitution committee submitted its written instrument embodying such rules and regulations as would govern the proceedings of the organization with
a readjustment of the proposed
constitution it was adopted.
The
law called for a reporting critic and
a treasurer, and an election became
necessary. Mr. H. A. Feagle now
fills the former office, while Mr. C.
O. Sligh is in the latter. Both these
gentlemen are from Newberry and
constitute able adidtions to the force
working for the success of the body.
Preliminary matters of necessity
consumed considerable time, but
several live minutes were spent in
carrying out a short program. Mr.
Fadely fluently discussed Thrift,
making special application of the
idea to the club. His talk was a
solicitation for the true-hearted support from all the Federal Board
students.
Mr. Euwer, a veteran of the famous Marine Corps, who was called
on for a recital of 'The Most Exciting
Experience of My Career,"surprised
the assembly by a short talk in
praise of the hospitality and friendliness of the Southerners.
Few escaped a humorous jibe from
Mr. Campbell.
He . exhibited the
capacity for close observation of his
mates and unearthed much to the
merriment of the audience.
All said and done, the meeting
closed with everyone feeling that the
club had made its initial voyage successfully.

the United States.
In the course of one day the team
judged three rings of each of the
following breeds of dairy animals:
Ayrshire, Jersey, Guernsey, and Holstein. Of each breed there was one
ring of mature cows, one of bulls,
and one of heifers. After the contest the team spent the following
four or five days watching the different breeds judged by the official
judges of the association, and looking at the various exhibits of dairy
machinery and equipment. From all
accounts, we draw the conclusion
that these lads took in Chicago in
general. '
Those who went are well pleased
with the trip and think they were
well paid for the time lost in regular
college work.
The trip was made possible thru
the efforts of their instructor and
coach, Prof. W. W. Fitzpatrick, head
of the dairy division at Clemson.
Prof. Fitzpatrick was shown many
courtesies by the different breed associations.

Time out for Clemson.
Colbert
Saturday afternoon, on Sanford
punts but Auburn is offside and ball
GLEE CLUB BEGINS WORK
is brought back and Auburn penal- field, in Athens, Ga., saw the strugBest Possible Service
ized.
Ball on 20 yard line. Col- gle between the so-called Clemson
A great interest is being taken in
to Clemson Tigers
bert fails to gain around left end. "Reserves" and the University of
the Glee Club this year. At least
Allison gets 2 around right end. Georgia scrubs.
seventy turned in their names and
Clemson kept the ball the larger
are working with the hopes of beROOM 23.
HALL NO. 1, Time out for Auburn. Colbert punts
40 yards to Bullock who returns 4. part of the time in her opponents'
coming members. There is plenty
W. D. PIKE, Manager
Creel gains 2 over left guard. Au- territory and only once did Georgia
of good material in the crowd; the
burn penalized 5 yards for ogside. threaten to score. However, the
difficult task is to pick about twenty
Half up. Score, Auburn 14, Clem- University lads put up a clean, hard
of the best men which will constitute
fight, and only by dint of hard work
the club. The club will be organized
son 0.
was Clemson able to nose out the
at once and will begin practicing
Second Half
with the hopes of giving an enterOllinger kicks off 6 0 yards to victory. Georgia can well be proud
tainment
before Christmas. After
of
the
fact
that
she
has
a
bunch
of
PURE FOOD
Armstrong who return 20. Pass,
clean
sportsmen,
and
never
has
a
the
holidays
all will get down to still
COOKED AND SERVED
Colbert to Langston fails. Armstrong
Clemson team been treated more
harder work to prepare for the much
2
around
right
end.
Pass,
Armstrong
Under
looked forward trips over the state
to Spearman, fails.
Colbert punts royally while on visiting grounds.
SANITARY CONDITIONS
The
entertainment
and
accommodato the different girls' colleges.
30 yards to Bullock who fails to
gain. Ollinger punts across the goal tions were excellent and the ClemA Poetic Wedding
Y. M. C. A. BASEMENT
line. Ball is brought out to 20 yard son squad are loud in praise of CLEMSON SENDS JUDGING
Georgia's
hospitality
and
sportsman"Jim,
do
you take Bet
TEAM
TO
NAT'L
DAHIY
SHOW
line. Armstrong 2 over left tackle.
Without regret,
Colbert gains 3 around left end. ship.
Clemson received and started a Wilbanks Holds Fifth Place Among To love and cherish
fails to gain.
Colbert
HARRY E. WALLACE Armstrong
Until one of you perish,
Sixty-three Men.
march
down the field. After a few
punts 50 yards to Bullock with no
OFFICIAL PHOTOGRAPHER
And is laid under the sod,
return. Creel gains 3 around left plays, Charlie Crisp got away on a
TAPS '21
So help you God?"
A
well-trained
dairy
judging
team
35-yard
run
and,
however,
the
safety
end. Howard fails to gain. Ollinrepresenting
Clemson
College,
en******
man
stopped
him
with
a
vengeance,
ger punts 50 yards to Armstrong
who fails to gain. Allison fails to and Crisp had to be taken from the tered the judging'contest at the Na- "Bet will you take Jim
LATEST STYLES IN
gain.
Colbert punts 40 yards to field. This momentarily held up the tional Dairy Show in Chicago on Sat- And cling to him,
PHOTOGRAPHY
Both out and in,
Bullock who fails to gain. Ball on Clemsonites, but Banks ran his team urday, October 9th.
The team was composed of O. W. Thru thick and thin,
Clemson's 34 yard line. Time out in great style.
Studio Two Doors North of
for Auburn.
Stubbs fails to gain.
After the half was over, the boys Anderson, D. L. Carr, and W. C. Wil- Holding him to your heart,
BLUB RIDGE DEPOT
from
Tigertown took the ball away banks; with J. J. Smith as alternate. Until death do you part?"
Stubbs gets 1 yard over left tackle
ANDERSON, S. V.
Stubbs thrown for 12 yard loss. from their opponents and bucked, Wilbanks was high man for Clemson
Ollinger punts to 13 yard line. Pass passed, end ran, etc., to the 30-yard with Anderson and Carr following in "Through life's alternating joy and
strife,
Colbert to Spearman, fails. Emanuel line. Here Williams fumbled. Dun- line below him. Wilbanks holds
a ■ »
in for O'Neill. Allison fails to gain. lap recovered and "Bull" Dean mis- second place on the Ayrshire breed. I now pronounce you man and wife."
Pass, Colbert to Langston, fails. took him for a Georgia man and
Time out for Auburn. Punt broken tackled him. However, after a few
up and Auburn recovers the ball on bucks Thomas carried it over for the
10 yard line. -Stubbs gains 1 over lone touchdown.
"SWEETNESS OF LOW PRICE
left guard.
Creel fumbles but reS.eedenburg .played a wonderful
covers over the goal line for touch- game at half. Out of five attempted
Never Equals the
BITTERNESS OF POOR QUALITY' down. Warren kicks goal. Score, passes by Georgia, Sweedenburg got
Auburn 21, Clemson 0.
four of them and, had he not been
Ollinger kicks off 6 0 yards to Alli- crippled, would have made a couple
son who returns 15. Em.inuel gains of touchdowns.
Thomas was the
18 around left end. Scott intercepts most consistent ground gainer for
pass and runs 3 2 yards to the 7 ytrd Clemson. Williams got away on one
line. Stubbs fails to gain. Bullock long run. Banks did good work at
2 over left tackle. Bullock gains 4 quarter. For Georgia, Smith was a
over guard, then fails to gain. Ball dangerous man and a shifty runner.
goes over on 1 yard line. Colbert
He came near getting away several
punts 30 yards to Bullock who retimes. In the line Captain Dunlap
turns 14.
Ball on 16 yard line. was a tower of strength and played
Scott goes offside. Scott gains 12 "brains" for the whole line. Much
around left end.
of the credit for the victory is due
Fourth Quarter
him. Keyserling put up a brand of
Randall in for Gdlmer. Pass, Bulball which would make a varsity
lock to Scott, nets 6 yards. Pass,
FOR
man hump. His defensive work was
Stubbs to Ollinger fails. Pass, Bulespecially noticeable. The game was
1870
NEW YORK
1790
MILITARY GOODS
lock to Shirey, fails. Ball goes over. featured by clean playing and sportsBall on 20 yard line. Allison gains
^Most of the famous buildings of the world
ARROAV SHIRTS, COLLARS
manship.
3 yards over left tackle.
Auburn
AND HANDKERCHIEFS
are equipped with Otis Elevators
The line-up is as follows:
intercepts pass on 34 yard line. BulClemson
Georgia
lock gains 4 over right guard. BulBAYSIDE TENNIS OXFORDS
THE WOOLWORTH TOWER — the tallest
c.
Venable
office building; the Equitable — the largest; the
lock 9 over right tackle.
Stubh> Dunlap
r.g.
Carson
Singer Building—in fact most of the buildings
RED SEAL SHOES
gains 1 around right end. Howard Keyserling
that make up the best known sky line in the
Fields
l.gUpshaw
gains
2
around
left
end.
Scott
gains
world, are equipped with Otis Elevators.
EASTMAN KODAK SUPPLIES
r.t.
Colley
2 over left tackle. Bullocks gets 4 Dean
Few people realize the amount of wealth of
l.t.
Conyers
AGENT A. G. SPALDING
yards and first down over right Hamilton
Manhattan Island that is due to the creation
Sally
r.e
Young
and development of modern vertical transportatackle. Stubbs gains 1 over left
"BUTTER-KIST" POPCORN
tion by the Otis Elevator Company. New York
le.
Rigdon
tackle. Time out for Auburn. Bul- Wilhite
City could not grow wider hemmed in as it
Crisp
—Q.
—
Wiehrs
lock fails to gain. Howard fails to
was by the two rivers and the bay. It had to
Sweetenburg
r.h.
Grayson
grow skyward.
gain. Time out for Clemson. Pass
l.h.
Mobley
And now, the Otis Elevators in New York City,
fails and ball goes to Clemson on Williams
Lb.
Spicer
carry daily more than twice the number of pasher 20 yard line. Pass, Colbert to Thomas
sengers carried by all the traction lines of New
Referee, Rawson; Umpire, PasLangston, fails. Auburn intercepts
York—subway, surface, elevated and railroads.
chall;
Head
linesman,
Willis.
Time
pass on 21 yard line. Stubbs gains
Nothing short of a book would adequately tell
1 around right end. Bullock gains of quarters, 12 minutes.
the story of Otis in New York alone.
Substitues:
Georgia, Smith for
4 over right tackle. Auburn penalOTIS ELEVATOR COMPANY
ized 15 yards for undue roughness. W. J. Carson; Carson for Upshaw;
Offices in all Principal Cities of the World
Hargrett
for
Young;
Smith
for
GrayPass from Stubbs to Shirey fails.
Another from Stubbs to Howard son: B. Carso nfor W. Carson.
Clemson: Banks for Crisp; Hughs
fails. Pass, Stubbs to Ollinger, nets
for
Fields.
14 yards. Wade goes in for ClemHI ■ ■ ■ B

"Y" CAFETERIA

Sloan Bros.

*

FEDERAL BOARD CLUB
and fifth among sixty-three men repHOLDS FniST MEETING resenting colleges from all parts of

HimiBaaiii

The Reliable Shoe
and Tailoring Shop

■
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friends of Mrs. P. H. Mell learned of
her sudden death at Auburn last
week. Dr. Mell, who died two years
ago, was a former president of Clemson.

J. H. Yarborough, '20, is a student
The cadets of the Methodist church
Both equipped with latest model machinery.
Shoe Repairing, uniform in the Veterinary Department of the were given a most delightful recepState College of Iowa.
tion on Friday night at the residence
altering, cleaning, pressing, etc.,
of Prof, and Mrs. Martin.
done promptly. All Kinds of shirts
W. J. Sheely, '09, is in the Extenwashed and pressed.
Satisfaction
sion Service of Clemson College.
Miss Floride Calhoun is spending
guaranteed.
the week-end with Mrs. J. "W. Gantt
GLINT TAYLOR, PROP.
W. T. Kyzer, '13, is demonstration in Greenville.
agent for Orangeburg County.
Clemson College, S. C.

SCHILLETTER'S BAKERY
CAKES AND PIES

m
o

8 Well, We're InFor Another Term *
•

The "old boys" know us and we
hope to establish the same pleasant
relations with the new ones.
PROMPT AND SATISFACTORY
SERVICE
together with our wide experience in
the business lias made our store
THE YOUNG MEN'S STORE.

Mrs. R. N. Brackett has gone to
John Pearson, 13, is city electri- Atlanta for a brief stay.
cian of Orangeburg, S. C.

EVERYTHING in HABERDASHERY

Dr. D. L. Smith of Spartanburg,
R. R. Mellette, '17, is teaching was the guest of his sister, Mrs. Dan
school in Norway, S. C.
Ravenel, Monday.

BREAD AND ROLLS
SPECIAL DAIRY LUNCH
Henry Jump, '12, is practicing
Miss M. M. Murphy, public health
CAKE AND PIES
law in Bishopville, S. C.
nurse,
was present at the Baby clinic
SANDWICHES AND "HOT CAKES"
and was entertained by Mrs. D. W.
COFFEE AND MILK
H. S. Johnson, '11, is district dem- Daniel.
onstration agent with headquarters
in Sumter, S. C.
Mrs. Horace Elmore, who recentcame to this country from Panama,
W. B. Johnson, '17, is a captain and has been spending some time
in the army, and is now in Germany. with Mrs. Jack Elmore, has gone
to Florence, S. C, to live.
J. F. Williams, '04, is a successful
farmer in Orangeburg, S. C.
Miss Elizabeth Turner of Converse

Orders for White Ducks Filled Immediately.

Cely-Richardson Company

m

Anderson, S. C.
J. T. Wigington, Clemson Representative, Room 232.

erne

YOUR TRADE INVITED

College, spent the
G. C. Martin, '20, is teaching at Mrs. Mills.
Fellowship, S. C.

Cadet Exchange
Official
COLLEGE
BOOK-SUPPLY
STORE

J. 0. JONES CO.
GREENVILLE, S. C.

Clothing
Hats
Furnishings
Luggage
■ ■

CLEMSON HEADQUARTERS
IN GREENVILLE.

week-end with
There is a Royster brand for every
crop. The practical experience of 31
years is combined with the scientific
experience of highly paid experts,
with the results that the FSiR brands,
for wliatever purpose, give the correct proportions of plant food derived from the materials particularly
suited to the crop for which it is intended. The. difference in .production attests the effectiveness of these
methods.

Col. and Mrs. Cummins have reT. L. Ayers, '18, is teaching in turned from a short trip to ColumDillon, S. C.
bia.
W. B. Lawhon, '20, was a visitor
Mr. Walter C. Herbert of Wofford
on the campusu last week.
College spent' the week-end with
W. H. Mills, Jr.
"Prep" Norris, '15, is farming in
Orangeburg, S. C.
Mrs. W. M. Riggs entertained on
Tuesday afternoon in honor of Mrs.
"Stumpy" Banks, '19, a football Ramseur's guests, Mrs. Skeene and
star of great repute, was on the Mrs. McCarthee of Chicago.
campus last week.
Miss Sarah Logan of York, S. C,
"Runt" Herron, '20, a prominent was the week-end guest of Miss
member of that class, was on the Ellen Hope.
campus Friday.
Miss Minnie Florence Ferguson,
J .F. Johnson, '20, is now with of York, S. C, was the week-end
the American Telephone and Tele- guest of her sister, Miss Beulah Fergraph Company.
guson.
"Jack" Hammond, '20, is with the
.Several Clemsonites attended the
General Electric Co., Pittsburg, Pa. football game in Greenville Saturday afternoon. Some of whom were
J. L. Cary, '20, is with the South- as follows:
Mr. Hoke Sloan, Mr.
ern Bell Telephone and Telegraph Holtzendorff, Mr. Thompson, Mrs.
Co., in Atlanta, Ga.
Torrence, "Bull" Lightsey, "Switzer"
Allison, "Susie" Owens, Lt. Durfee,
W. C. Williams, '17, is located in Mr. and Mrs. Foy, Prof. L. V. StarYoung, Arizona. He is teaching ag- key, Miss Beulah Ferguson, Miss
riculture in the school at that place. Margaret Lenoir, Miss Marie Eubank, "Boo" Armstrong, and several
W. M. Rosborough, '08, is Sales others.
Promotion Manager for McCawley &
Co., (Cotton Goods), New York City.
Miss Geraldine Still has resigned
her position here and returned to
D. M. Altman, '20, is managing a her home in Blackwell.
big tobacco farm near Dillon, S. C.
Mrs. J. J. Still is visiting relatives
J. R. Clark, '20, is with the South- in Blackwell.
ern Bell Telegraph and Telephone
Co., Atlanta, Ga.
A PARODY
Did you trouble the tackle that came
J. M. and M. J. Black, both of '20,
your way, with a resolute
were on the campus last week.
heart and cheerful?
Or hide yourself in the mass or play
LOCAL
with a craven soul and fearActing on the suggestion of Dr.
ful,
Smith, the Woman's Club will un- Oh, a tackle an ounce or a tackle a
dertake a campaign to make all the
ton, or a tackle just what
school children on the campus imyou make him,
mune to diphtheria. By a simple It isn't the fact that he's big that
test . it is possible to determine
counts, but only how hard
whether a child is susceptible to the
did you hit him.
disease or not, and those not nat- You are beaten to earth, well, well,
urally immune can be made so by a
• what's that, come up with a
vaccine. The work is under the didogged face,
rection of a committee of which It's no disgrace to be cut down flat,
Mrs. W. W. Fitzpatrick is chairman.
but to lie there, that's the
disgrace.
Dr. iRiggs, Dr. Calhoun, Prof. The harder you throw him, the less
Blackwell and Prof. Crandall have
he gains, be proud of your
gone to Springfield, Mass., to attend
"Charley Horse",
the conference of Agricultural Col- It isn't the fact that you're hurt
leges.
that counts, but only how
much did he gain.
The School Improvement Society And tho you be done to earth, what
met on Tuesday afternoon. The adthen? If you battled the bes't
dress given was on the subject ot
you could,
school lunches.
If you played your part in the mass
of play, why "Jiggs" will call
The D. A. R. was most delightit good.
fully entertained on Monday after- Backs come with a crawl or come
noon at the beautiful home of Mrs.
with a pounce, but whether
Ralph Ramseur. Several cars carthey're slow or spry,
ried the campus members to the It isn't the fact that you're down
Ramseur home at Newry.
that counts, but how much
did they gain—and why.
—G. D. G.
It was with sorrow that the many
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F. S. Royster Guano Co.
NORFOLK, VIRGINIA.
Baltimore, Md.
Toledo, O.
Tarboro, N. C.
Charlotte, N. C.
Richmond, Va.

Columbia, S. C.
Columbus, Ga.
Montgomery, Ala.
Birmingham, Ala.

Lynchburg, Va.
Atlanta, Ga.
Macon, Ga.
Spartanburg, S. C.
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CLEMSON
The Agricultural and Engineering
College of South Carolina
All Courses designed to give a general education in addition
to the technical training.
Scholarships in Agriculture and Textile Engineering.
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DEGREE COURSES
Agriculture
Architecture
Chemistry
Chemical Engineering
Civil Engineering
• Electrical EngineeringGeneral Science
Mechanical Engineering
Textile Engineering
SHORT COURSES
Agriculture
Textiles
SUMMER SCHOOL

W. M. RIGGS, President
Clemson College, S. C.
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